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Flower Of Hawaii
(PUA O HAWAII)

Words and Music by
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and BOB HARING

Valse lento (Dreamily)

Voice

There is an island where flowers grow,

beauty rare, Soon, I know I'll be going, back, where
South-winds are blowing, there by the sun-lit sea,
Someone waits patiently, hoping each day,
I'll return to stay on that island, of love's paradise.

Chorus

Flower of Hawaii, dry each tear away, to your tropic bower,

Flower of Hawaii - 4
I'll come back to stay, There where the love birds rest,

I'll build a cozy nest. Ukuleles gaily strum a

sweet refrain, Happiness forever with us will remain,

Love-land for just us two, Flower of Hawaii,

wa-ii, I love you! Flower of Hawaii!
Moonbeams weave a path of dreams, And it leads to your tropical bower, And of all the rest I know you're nature's rarest flower, If I could but find my way, on the moonlit trail back to you, dear, I'd not make you wait, 'till the dreams that I dream come true; Flower of Hawaii.